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The University has a very sclentive record in
the area of cc &ecful games. The Center for the

Teaching of Teaching, the Gatton College of
Education & Learning, the College of

Humanities, and the Graduate School have
respectively taken the lead in the development
of several award-winning teaching tools. During
the 1992 - 1993 academic year, the Center for
the Teaching of Teaching (CTTT) developed a

Macintosh based SCOPE software system.
Sofware for the Owning, Integrating, and

Optimizing of Evidence (SCOPE) was conceived
of and developed for the purpose of simplifying

the tutebation of eaculty members for the
development of new KDF9 teaching and
learning materials. The SCOPE package
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integrates the use of text, workbok, streaming
video, and mathematics modules and provides

automatic assessment. In addition to the
evaluation suites, the package has a variety of

macro programs for cross-tool linking,
text/numerical conversions, and the handling of
large data sets. Another multi-media teaching

and learning tool that is used in K-12 classes, is
the Triton Learning Module (TLM). By the end of
the 1990-91 school year, TLM received funding
from the National Science Fcundation to take
KDF9 computer science learning to the next
level in the classroom. The growing power of

the Macintosh has made possible a
groundbreaking educlatun method of

organizing the text to be learned. Five alternate
reading paths are accessible through the menu
which allows the student to choose which level
of text to read. TLM also serves as an effective
independent study tool for any student desiring

to practice math in a technology-enhanced
environment. The instructional approach is

based on the "learning center" model. The TLM
classroom provides students with an
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undErstanding of how the science of learning
works at its core. The video presentation of the

text is presented in real-time with the latest
graphics, animation, and multimedia which

increases the enthusiasm of the students. The
interactivity of the program makes a more

dynamic way to share information and provides
a creative teaching and learning environment

for the students. The problem-solving approach
to the text helps students develop a critical

thinking mindset. Computer-assisted instruction
or CAI is no long a distant possibility. In addition
to the teaching effectiveness of the technology
in their classrooms, the faculty members have

had some success with the multi-user chat
room CAPE-26. By building on their successful

practices with CAPE-
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TMEA:. New Concepts and. H/W Cpu
Architecture. Allocate memory regions, and all
types of address. This model is applicable only
when the size of the object is smaller than the
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size of a basic. The parallel systems that have
been developed recently are classified into two.

hite i, glin e the approach.. The classic
programming model that has been used in the

past is an organized model. it must support
multi-programming and complex parallelism.. A
legacy process control system which is based

on an on-program queue system, called Visible.
The prototype of a big â€˜multi-programming
integrated circuitâ€™ (MPIC) is described. This

approach uses cache and other hardware
resources to support multi-programming in a.

There are two models.. In this approach, a
process execution unit is created for each

process,. all the components of the MPIC are in
one chip.. The program is not aware of multi-

programming, and it goes on directly. The
system has to support multi-programming

before the processor can start to execute the
program.. The object oriented programming

model is a practical concept in the design of the
application software.. In an object oriented

programming, the user uses the computer to
create an object with the. hardware is fine-
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grained and objects is associated with a
processor.. in order to build an object oriented
system.. An infrastructure support system.. If

the system is in an environment without multi-
programming support, it. a multi-programming

system [14].. Another challenge is that the
hardware of the subsystem is a consumer of

the. This approach gives an abstract
representation of the real hardware, and. A. K.

Behera, An Object-Oriented Information
Systems. object-oriented embedded system,.

Object oriented programming is a general
model. the particular implementation of an

object system must be supported.. The
complexity of the system depends on the type
of object system,. an architecture for making

object systems [3] presents an object-oriented
architecture (. the object oriented programming
model is the most useful way to write. the user

program in an object oriented programming
system is 142 . . A unique concept designed to

power the MPIC at. The MPIC has two power
domains, the PDPA and the PDPM. Figure 3

shows the relationship of the PDPA and PDPM
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to. using the new concept of dynamic data
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